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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a new reformulation of bilateral obstacle problems which allows us to characterize
the domain of noncontact with the obstacles, and give a new proof for H 2()-regularity of the solution.
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1. Introduction
Let  be a bounded open domain in Rn, with smooth boundary 9. Let  1 and  2 be elements of
H 1(); f an element of L2() and g an element of H 1(). We assume  16  2 in ;  16 g6  2
on 9 and 6 1, 6 2 ∈L2(). We consider the following variational inequality problem:
(P1)


Find u∈K = {v∈H 1();  16 v6  2 a:e: in ; v= g on 9}∫

∇u∇(v− u) dx +
∫

f(v− u) dx¿ 0 ∀v∈K:
This problem is called a bilateral obstacle problem. It is well known that problem (P1) admits a
unique solution in H 2() (see [1,3,4,7,12]).
For the solution u of (P1), we de@ne
+ = {x|x∈;  1(x)¡u(x)¡ 2(x)};
01 = {x|x∈; u(x) =  1(x)}; 02 = {x|x∈; u(x) =  2(x)};
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1 = 9+ ∩ 901; 2 = 9+ ∩ 902;
u+ = u|+ ; u1 = u|01 ; u2 = u|02 :
Problem (P1) can be formulated as a free boundary problem which is to @nd u; 1; 2 such that

6u= f in +
u=  1 on 01
u=  2 on 02
u+|1 = u1|1
u+|2 = u2|2
u= g on 9:
The diEculty to solve the free boundary problem is that +, 01; 
0
2 are hard to be clari@ed.
In case of single obstacle problems various formulations are established, for example: penalization
methods, regularization methods, etc. (see [2,8–11]).
In this paper we introduce a continuous convex function ’ on H 10 () and we reformulate problem
(P1) as a set-valued equation:
(Q1)


Find u− g∈H 10 (); ∈L2();
6u=  + f1 in H 10 ();
∈ 9’(u− g);
where f1 depends only on the given data of problem (P1). The formulation (Q1) allows us to clarify
+; 01 and 
0
2 precisely. In particular, the subdiHerential 9’(u− g) at u− g can be characterized,
by which we are able to know where u contacts to the obstacles.
The solution of problem (Q1) can be found through a non-smooth equation by the Newton
method [5]. Furthermore, as a consequence of the equivalent relation between (P1) and (Q1) the
H 2()-regularity of the solution u is obtained.
2. Reformulations of problem (P1)
In this section, we @rst prove that problem (P1) is equivalent to an unconstrained variational
inequality problem through a single obstacle problem. Next we show the equivalent relation between
problems (P1) and (Q1).
We consider H 10 () with the inner product
a(u; v) =
∫

∇u∇v dx; u; v∈H 10 ();
and L2() with the inner product
(u; v) =
∫

uv dx; u; v∈L2():
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For v∈L2(), we denote
v+ = max(v; 0) and v− =min(v; 0):
For any v∈H 10 (), we have v+; v− ∈H 10 () and a(v+; v−) = 0 (see [10]).
We say a function ’ : H 10 () → R is lower semi-continuous (l.s.c.) on H 10 () if its epigraph
de@ned by
epi(’) = {(v; )∈H 10 ()× R : ’(v)6 }
is closed in H 10 () × R. For u∈H 10 (), we denote by 9’(u) the sub-diHerential of ’. If ’ is a
convex l.s.c. function in H 10 () then for any v∈H 10 (); 9’(v) = ∅.
Let y = g−  2 and  =  1 −  2: We set I =  1 − g, then I 6 0, on 9. Let us de@ne a convex
set:
K1 = {v∈H 10 (); v¿ I ; a:e: in }:
Let F = f −6 2. Then we have the following.
Lemma 2.1. u is a solution of problem (P1) if and only if w0 = u − g is a solution of the single
obstacle problem:
(P2)
{
Find w0 ∈K1; such that
a(w0 + y; v− w0) + (F−; (v+ y)− − (w0 + y)−) + (F+; v− w0)¿ 0; ∀v∈K1:
Proof. The functional ’1 de@ned from H 10 () to R by
’1(v) = (F−; (v+ y)−)
is convex and continuous on H 10 (). It is known that problem (P2) admits a unique solution (see
[8]). Since each of (P1) and (P2) has a unique solution, it is suEcient to show one part of this
lemma. The other part is a direct conclusion. Here, we show that if w0 is a solution of (P2), then
u= w0 + g is a solution of (P1).
Since y6 0, on 9, we have (w0 +y)−−y∈H 10 (). We take v=(w0 +y)−−y in the inequality
in (P1), then we obtain
−a((w0 + y)+; (w0 + y)+)¿ 0;
which gives
a((w0 + y)+; (w0 + y)+) = 0:
Since (w0 + y)+ ∈H 10 (), we have w0 + y6 0, in , which implies that w0 + g∈K .
It is easy to see that w0 + g satis@es the inequality of (P1), and hence the proof is complete.
Now we want to show that problem (P2) is equivalent to an unconstrained variational inequality
problem. We set H=F+−6 , and we introduce the following functionals, de@ned from L2() to R
’2(v) = (H+; (v− I )+)
’(v) = ’1(v) + ’2(v):
The functions ’1 in the proof of Lemma 2.1, and ’2; ’ are convex and continuous on H 10 ().
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Lemma 2.2. Problem (P2) is equivalent to the following unconstrained variational inequality prob-
lem:
(P3)
{
Find w0 ∈H 10 (); such that
a(w0 − I ; v− w0) + ’(v)− ’(w0) + (H−; v− w0)¿ 0; ∀v∈H 10 ();
with w0 = u− g, where u is the solution of the obstacle problem (P1).
Proof. Since the functional ’ :H 10 () → R is convex and continuous, problem (P3) always has a
unique solution as problem (P2) does. Hence we only need to show one part of this lemma. Here,
we show that w0 is a solution of (P2), if w0 is a solution of (P3).
Since I 6 0, on 9, and w0 ∈H 10 (), we have (w0− I )++ I ∈H 10 (). Putting v=(w0− I )++ I 
in the inequality of (P3), we obtain
−a((w0 − I )−; (w0 − I )−) + (F−; ((w0 − I )+ + I + y)− − (w0 + y)−)
− (H−; (w0 − I )−)¿ 0:
If w06 I , then we have
(w0 − I )+ = 0 and (w0 + y)−6 ( I + y)−:
If w0¿ I , then we have
((w0 − I )+ + I + y)− = (w0 + y)−;
which implies
(F−; ((w0 − I )+ + I + y)− − (w0 + y)−)6 0:
Consequently, we have
a((w0 − I )−; (w0 − I )−) = 0;
which gives w0¿ I , a.e. in . Hence w0 ∈K1. Moreover, it is easy to verify w0 satis@es the inequality
in problem (P2) from the inequality in (P3).
Now we are in the position to show the equivalent relation between (P1) and (Q1). By Lemmas
2.1 and 2.2, this can be down by showing that (P3) is equivalent to (Q1). Let f1 =H−+6 1, then
(Q1) can be written as
(Q2)


Find (; w0)∈L2()× H 10 ()
a(w0 − I ; v) + (; v) + (H−; v) = 0; ∀v∈H 10 ()
∈ 9’(w0):
Theorem 2.1. (i) If (; w0)∈L2()× H 10 () is a solution of (Q2), then w0 is a solution of (P3).
(ii) If w0 is a solution of (P3), then w0 with ∈ 9’(w0) satisfying the equation in (Q2) is a
solution of (Q2).
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Proof. (i) Let (; w0)∈L2()× H 10 () be a solution of (Q2). Since ∈ 9’(w0), we have
a(w0; v− w0) + ’(v)− ’(w0) + (H−; v− w0)
¿ a(w0; v− w0) + (; v− w0) + (H−; v− w0)
= 0; ∀v∈H 10 ();
which proves that w0 is a solution of (P3).
(ii) Let w0 be the solution of problem (P3). We have
(v+ w)−¿ v− + w−; (v+ w)+6 v+ + w+; ∀v; w∈H 10 ():
For v= w0 ± w, with w∈H 10 (), the inequality of (P3) gives
a(w0 − I ; w) + (H−; w)¿−(F−; w−)− (H+; w+)
¿−(‖F−‖+ ‖H+‖)‖w‖
and
a(w0 − I ; w) + (H−; w)6 (F−; (−w)−) + (H+; (−w)+)
6 (‖F−‖+ ‖H+‖)‖w‖;
where ‖:‖ denotes the norm of L2(). Hence we have
|a(w0 − I ; w) + (H−; w)|6 (‖F−‖+ ‖H+‖)‖w‖:
Then, the linear form: w → a(w0 − I ; w) + (H−; w) is continuous on H 10 (), equipped with the
norm of L2(). Since H 10 () is dense in L
2(), then we can extend this linear form in H 10 () to a
linear form l in L2(). Then, there exists a unique element ∗ of L2() such that
l(v) = (∗; v);∀v∈L2():
In particular, for v∈H 10 (), we have
a(w0 − I ; v) + (H−; v) = (∗; v):
Let =−∗, then (; w0) satis@es the equality in (Q2). Since w0 satis@es the inequality in (P3), we
have
a(w0 − I ; v− w0) + ’(v)− ’(w0) + (H−; v− w0)¿ 0; ∀v∈H 10 ():
Therefore, we get
’(v)− ’(w0)¿− a(w0 − I ; v− w0)− (H−; v− w0) = (; v− w0); ∀v∈H 10 ():
This implies that ∈ 9’(w0).
As a consequence, we have the following corollary, which proves the well known theorem on the
H 2()-regularity of the solution u of the bilateral obstacle problem (P1).
Corollary 2.1. If g∈H 2(), then the solution u of problem (P1) satis9es
u∈H 1g () ∩ H 2() and ‖u‖H 2()6 c˜‖6 I +  + H−‖L2() + ‖g‖H 2(); (1)
where c˜ is a positive constant.
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Proof. From (Q2), we can see that the solution w0 of (P3) satis@es

6w0 = 6 I +  + H− in 
w0 = 0 on 9
∈ 9’(w0):
We recall that for each f∈Lp(); p¿ 2, the solution of the following problem:
v∈H 10 (): −6v= f in ;
has the following properties (see [10]):
v∈H 2;p() and ‖v‖H 2; p()6 c‖f‖Lp():
where c is a constant depending only on p and .
Since 6w0 ∈L2(), we deduce that there is c˜¿ 0 such that
w0 ∈H 10 () ∩ H 2() and ‖w0‖H 2()6 c˜‖6 I +  + H−‖L2():
Note that u= w0 + g. We obtain (1).
3. Sub-di"erential 9’
In this section we study some properties of the sub-diHerential 9’.
Let " be a convex function from L2() to R, and let C" be the convex set de@ned by
C" = {$∈L2(); ($; v)6"(v); ∀v∈L2()}:
Lemma 3.1. Let " be a convex function from L2() to R. Then " is positively homogenuous of
degree 1 (i.e., for any v∈L2(): "(v)="(v);∀¿ 0) if and only if for any element u in L2(),
the following assertions are equivalent:
(a) ∈ 9"(u).
(b) ∈C" and (; u) = "(u).
(c) ∈C" and ($− ; u)6 0, ∀$∈C".
Proof. Let " : L2()→ R be a convex function and positively homogenuous of degree 1.
(a)⇒ (b). Let ∈ 9"(u). We have, by de@nition of the sub-diHerential
"(v)¿"(u) + (; v− u); ∀v∈L2(): (2)
Set v = 0, we obtain 0 = "(0)¿"(u) + (;−u), that is, "(u)6 (; u). Then set v = 2u in (2),
we have 2"(u)¿"(u) + (; u), that is, "(u)¿ (; u). Hence "(u) = (; u). Moreover, by replacing
"(u) by (; u) in (2) we get
"(v)¿ (; u) + (; v− u) = (; v)
which implies ∈C".
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(b)⇒ (c). For any $∈C" we have
0 = "(u)− "(u)¿ ($; u)− (; u) = ($− ; u):
(c)⇒ (a). Since ∈C", for any v∈L2(); (; v)6"(v). Hence
(; v− u)6"(v)− (; u)6"(v)− ($; u) ∀$∈C":
For $∈ 9"(u) ∩ C", we have "(u)¿ ($; u), because $∈C". On the other hand, for $∈ 9"(u), we
have
"(u)6"
(u
2
)
+
1
2
($; u)
6
1
2
($; u) +
1
2
($; u)
= ($; u):
Hence we can claim ($; u) = "(u). Then
"(v)− "(u)¿ (; v)− ($; u) = (; v)− ($− ; u)− (; u)¿ (; v− u);
which proves ∈ 9"(u).
Conversely, we assume that the assertions (a); (b) and (c) of Lemma 3.1 are equivalent. Let
u∈H; ¿ 0 and ;  ∈H such that ∈ 9"(u) and  ∈ 9"(u). We have the following inequalities
"(u)− "(u)6 (; (1− )u) (3)
"(u)− "(u)6 (; (− 1)u): (4)
Since ∈ 9"(u), using (b), we deduce from (3)
(; u)− "(u)6 (; (1− )u) ⇔ "(u)¿ (; u) = "(u): (5)
Also, since  ∈C", using (b), we deduce from (4)
(; u)− "(u)6 (; (− 1)u) ⇔ "(u)¿ (; u) = 1 "(u): (6)
We deduce from (5) and (6) that
"(u) = "(u); ∀¿ 0:
Remark 1. Lemma 3.1 also holds for a convex function " in a reMexive Banach space.
Since the domains Dom(’1) and Dom(’2) of the functionals ’1 and ’2 satisfy
Dom(’1) ∩ Dom(’2) = ∅;
we have
9’(v) = 9’1(v) + 9’2(v); ∀v∈L2();
(see [6]). Then, the solution ∈ 9’(w0), which appears in (Q2), can be written as =1 +2, with
1 ∈ 9’1(w0) and 2 ∈ 9’2(w0).
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We set
"1(v) = (F−; v−) = ’1(v− y)
and
"2(v) = (H+; v+) = ’2(v+ I ):
Then, we have
1 ∈ 9’1(v)⇔ 1 ∈ 9"1(v+ y);
2 ∈ 9’2(v)⇔ 2 ∈ 9"2(v− I ):
We de@ne the following convex sets:
C’1 = {$∈L2(); ($; v)6’1(v− y); ∀v∈L2()}; (7)
C’2 = {$∈L2(); ($; v)6’2(v+ I ); ∀v∈L2()}: (8)
It is easy to see that
C’1 = {$∈L2();F−(x)6 $(x)6 0 a:e: in }; (9)
C’2 = {$∈L2(); 06 $(x)6H+(x) a:e: in }: (10)
Using Lemma 3.1, we can write problem (Q2) as follows:
(Q3)


Find w0 ∈H 10 (); 1 ∈C’1 ; 2 ∈C’2 ; such that
a(w0 − I ; v) + (1 + 2; v) + (H−; v) = 0; ∀v∈H 10 ()
($− 1; w0 + y)6 0; ∀$∈C’1
($− 2; w0 − I )6 0; ∀$∈C’2 :
In Section 5 we will solve problem (Q3) by the Newton method for nonsmooth equations [5].
4. Characterization of 
In this section, we show how to clarify the noncontact domain + and the contact domains 01
and 02 of the solution u by using the element ∈ 9’(u− g).
Lemma 4.1. Let h1; h2 ∈L2() satisfy h1¿ 0; h26 0, and de9ne j1, j2 by
j1(v) = (h1; v+); j2(v) = (h2; v−); ∀v∈L2():
For  and u in L2(), we have
(i)
∈ 9j1(u)⇔ (x)∈


{h1(x)} if u(x)¿ 0;
[0; h1(x)] if u(x) = 0;
{0} if u(x)¡ 0:
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(ii)
∈ 9j2(u)⇔ (x)∈


{h2(x)} if u(x)¡ 0;
[h2(x); 0] if u(x) = 0;
{0} if u(x)¿ 0:
Proof. (i) Let ; u∈L2() satisfy ∈ 9j1(u). Using Lemma 3.1, we have
(; u) = j1(u) (11)
(; v)6 j1(v); ∀v∈L2(): (12)
Therefore,∫

(x)v(x) dx6
∫

h1(x)v(x) dx; ∀v∈L2(); v¿ 0; (13)
hence (x)6 h1(x), a.e. in . If we take v6 0 in (12), then we obtain
06 (x)6 h1(x); a:e: in : (14)
Applying (11) and (12) gives
(; u+)6 j1(u+) = (; u);
which implies
(; u−)¿ 0:
Hence
(; u−) =
∫
[u¡0]
(x)u(x) dx = 0: (15)
Therefore = 0, holds a.e. on {x∈; u(x)¡ 0}. From (14) and (15), we deduce (x) = h1(x), a.e.
on {x∈; u(x)¿ 0}.
Conversely, let (u; ) in L2()× L2() satisfy
(x)∈


{h1(x)} if u(x)¿ 0;
[0; h1(x)] if u(x) = 0;
{0} if u(x)¡ 0:
Then
j1(u)− j1(v)6
∫
[u¿0]
h1(x)(u(x)− v(x)) dx −
∫
[u=0]
h1(x)v+(x) dx
6
∫

(x)(u(x)− v(x)) dx; ∀v∈L2():
We deduce that  is in 9j1(u). Similarly, we can prove (ii).
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Let u=w0 + g be the solution of (P1), where w0 is the solution of (P3). Lemma 4.1 implies that
1 ∈ 9’1(w0)⇔ 1(x)∈


{F−(x)} if u(x)¡ 2;
[F−(x); 0] if u(x) =  2;
{0} if u(x)¿ 2:
(16)
2 ∈ 9’2(w0)⇔ 2(x)∈


{H+(x)} if u(x)¿ 1;
[0; H+(x)] if u(x) =  1;
{0} if u(x)¡ 1:
(17)
We deduce from problem (Q3) and (16)–(17) that if the obstacles  1 and  2 satisfy 6 266 1,
we have
6u= f in ; if 6 26f66 1; (18)
6u= 1 + 6 2 in  if f66 2; (19)
6u= 2 + 6 1 in  if f¿6 1: (20)
Remark 2. In the case of (18) we can simply solve a Dirichlet problem to obtain the solution of
the variational inequality (P1).
In the case where functions  1;  2 and the solution u of problem (P1) are continuous in , we
deduce from (16) and (17) and the equation in (Q2) that u can be interpreted on the non-contact
domain as
6u= f; in + = {x∈;  1(x)¡u(x)¡ 2(x)}: (21)
Hence we have
(u−  1)(6u− f)(u−  2) = 0; on :
5. Finite element approximation
Let Vh be a @nite element space approximating H 1(), let V0h be the @nite element subspace of
Vh consisting of all functions of Vh which are zero on the boundary of the domain . We have
V0h ⊂ H 10 (). The convex sets C’1 and C’2 given in (7) and (8) can be discretized as:
Ch’1 = {$h ∈V ′h; 〈$h; vh〉h6’1(vh); ∀vh ∈V0h};
Ch’2 = {$h ∈V ′h; 〈$h; vh〉h6’2(vh); ∀vh ∈V0h};
respectively, where 〈:; :〉h denotes the duality pairing between V0h and its dual space V ′h.
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By (9) and (10), sets Ch’2 and C
h
’1 can be expressed by the following box sets
Ch’1 = {$h ∈Rm; a6 $h6 0}; (22)
Ch’2 = {$h ∈Rm; 06 $h6 b}; (23)
respectively. Here m is the dimension of the space V0h and a; b∈Rm are given. The inequalities in
(22) and (23) are understood componentwise.
Then a @nite element solution (wh; 1h; 
2
h) for the problem (Q3) is determined from the following
problem:
(Qh)


Find wh ∈V0h; 1h ∈Ch’1 ; 2h ∈Ch’2
a(wh − I h; vh) + 〈1h + 2h; vh〉h + 〈H−h ; vh〉h = 0; ∀vh ∈V0h
〈$h − 1h; wh + yh〉h6 0; ∀$h ∈Ch’1
〈$h − 1h; wh + I h〉h6 0; ∀$h ∈Ch’2h :
Let Ah : V0h → V ′h be the operator de@ned by:
uh ∈V0h: 〈Ahuh; vh〉h = a(uh; vh); ∀vh ∈V0h:
Let Z = Ch’1 × Ch’2 ; z = (1h; 2h) and
,(z) =
(
1h − A−1h (1h + 2h)− A−1h (H−h ) +  h
2h − A−1h (1h + 2h)− A−1h (H−h )
)
:
It is easy to verify that (Qh) is equivalent to the system of nonsmooth equations
z −-Z(,(z)) = 0: (24)
The generalized Newton method [5] for solving (24) is de@ned by
zk+1 = zk − (I − Vk)−1(zk −-Z(,(zk))
where the projection operator is de@ned by
(-Z(,(z)))i =


,i(z) ai6,i(z)6 0;
ai ai ¿,i(z);
0 otherwise; i = 1; 2; : : : m;
(-Z(,(z)))i =


,i(z) 06,i(z)6 bi
bi ,i(z)¿bi
0 otherwise; i = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : : 2m;
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Table 1
x 0=10 0=5 30=10 20=5 0=2 30=5 70=10 40=5 90=5
 1(x) −0.309 −0.5878 −0.8090 −0.9511 −1.0000 −0.9511 −0.8090 −0.5878 −0.3090
wh(x) −0.2219 −0.3945 −0.5177 −0.5917 −0.6163 −0.5917 −0.5177 −0.3945 −0.2219
wh(x) 0.3093 0.5884 0.8098 0.9520 1.0010 0.9520 0.8098 0.5884 0.3093
 2(x) 0.309 0.5878 0.8090 0.9511 1.0000 0.9511 0.8090 0.5878 0.3090
and the ith row of the generalized Jacobian of the projection operator is de@ned by
(Vk)i =
{
,′i(z
k) ai6,i(z)6 0;
0 otherwise; i = 1; 2; : : : m;
(Vk)i =
{
,′i(z
k) 06,i(z)6 bi;
0 otherwise; i = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : : 2m:
To test the Newton method, we consider a bilateral obstacle problem in one dimension.
Example. Let  = (0; 0);  1 =−sin;  2 = sin and g= 0.
We report numerical solutions
wh =−A−1h (1h + 2h + H−h ) + I h
for various f obtained by 5 steps of the Newton method. We take z0 = 0 as a starting point for the
algorithm.
The @rst wh row and the second wh row are corresponding to f = 1=2 and f =−2, respectively.
The exact solution for f =−2 is w(x) = sin(x) (see Table 1).
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